EDGE® KMS 2.0
Technology Capability Matching Portal
to customers and users leveraging
EDGE KMS 2.0 as a source of market
research information.
As a government participant, EDGE
KMS 2.0 supports
DoD’s Better Buying Power 3.0
initiatives; keeping you connected
to industry and technology in the
following ways.
Increase small business
participation, including more
effective use of market research.
EDGE KMS 2.0 is a directory of
primarily small business (over
74% of EDGE members are small
business) technology providers and
academic researchers. EDGE KMS
2. 0 allows you to conduct routine
real time technology foraging
keeping informed of what industry
has commercially available. EDGE
KMS 2.0 provides you with contact
information and informed capability
searches to collaborate with industry and academia directly.
EDGE® KMS 2.0 is a user-friendly web-based tool for
industry, academia, non-profit EDGE members and
government participants to intelligently map capabilities to
technology gaps and requirements. EDGE KMS 2.0 enhances
the EDGE process of technology matchmaking. EDGE KMS
2.0 connects those seeking technology (government participant)
with those that have technology (EDGE members).
The online portal is open to EDGE members and government
participants. The tool is available to your team to investigate
technology and capability matches with potential collaborative
partners or end users. Data driven decisions , on who to partner
with around a technology gap, are derived from EDGE members’
KMS 2.0 profile pages - think of them as ‘technology Facebook
pages.’ Information about members include: their capabilities,
contact information, keywords, locations, documents,
demonstrations links and a repository of data derived from
their public webpage linked to EDGE KMS 2.0. All of this data is
accessible to every tool user.
As an EDGE member you can identify potential collaborators by
searching: member profile pages, documents, capabilities.
We put the power of the EDGE network at your fingertips, 24
hours a day via online access. Real time access allows you to
update your information as your capabilities develop keeping
the community informed of your technology development,
products and services. EDGE KMS 2.0 integrates your website into
our search features via a specialized webcrawling and indexing
service, saving you hours on potential duplication of data entry.
EDGE KMS 2.0 markets your organization and your capabilities

Improve technology search and outreach in global markets
EDGE KMS 2.0 has members from industry and academia that
span the globe in the following countries: Unites States, Canada,
United Kingdom, Denmark, Australia, India, Finland, Netherlands,
Israel and Sweden. We also have 4 international innovation
centers (three in Canada and one in the United Kingdom) and 3
virtual innovation centers with global communities of interest.
EDGE KMS 2.0 is one of many tools that EDGE Innovation
Network fosters and develops in its collaborative, openenvironment initiative enabling industry and academia, with
government input, to work together to enhance the delivery
cycle of new technologies and innovative capabilities to military
personnel, government agencies, law enforcement personnel,
first responders and end users of technology worldwide. The key
to the EDGE Innovation Network is that it is truly collaborative
and open to any organization to join; there is no cost to join the
EDGE Innovation Network nor a cost to utilize our innovation
tools.
For more information please visit our website:
www.edge-innovation.com
For access to EDGE KMS 2.0 or to schedule a demonstration,
please submit your credentials online
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